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Mr. Khalilzad is on way to his Taliban friends: 
 

He is going to select and look for so called critical new type of people in Kabul and joined 
them with his created friends Taliban, also NEW STRATEGY. Moderator Taliban is just a 
pretext for his final cheating. 
He is flexible guy, he turned his back to his other former friends, he wants to have all 
together “North Alliance, communists, Afghan Mellat, Setamis, Sholais” now and Taliban 
for his final betrayal on nation. 
USA is a supper power, but it seem to me, it is supper power in military and it is always 
investor of money in wrong and dangerous way like it was happen in the past and in 
Afghanistan at the present time.  
USA kept always as close friends of those people, who were cheater, killer and thieves like 
we can see it in Afghanistan now. 
USA is multi-culture country, there are immigrant from all countries of the world, among 
them tried some of them to offer themselves as top experts of their born countries like we 
have it as clear example Afghanistan and Iraq now. 
I want to concentrate on the matter of Afghanistan. 
Mr. Zalmay Khalilzad has a crawling, flatter and poodle type, he realized the illness of the 
few conservative war agitators, he started to appear himself as expert of Afghanistan, Iraq 
and as Asian in general.  
His expert being was based on cheating, namely to create first disaster like he did it among 
the killer so call Mujahidin groups in Pakistan and assigned Bin Laden as Key person in 
Pakistan to organize the foreigner Islamic fanatics and bring them via Pakistan to 
Afghanistan to join the war against the former UdSSR and to support them with money in 
additional, such initiative made this expert Mr. Zalmay Khalilzad and it was started in 1983.  
When the former UdSSR had to leave the country( thanks the resistance of united nation of 
Afghanistan and not by those killer Mujahidin groups, they was busy with collecting 
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money, selling weapons and fighting against each other), those sold killer groups including 
Dostum Killer entered Kabul together with an other sold groups, which was trained in Iran 
and they occupied the city Kabul and divided it into zones, they started war among 
themselves and it took almost three and half years, during this time, they killed more than 
65000 innocent people, they destroyed the city fully and Mr. expert was in waiting position, 
then he saw the time for the start next step.  
It was created under cheating slogan " weapon collect in country and get free the nation 
from those criminals and killer" the group of Taliban( 1995), which before never exist as 
such group.  
He knew it that the society of Afghanistan is very complicated, each cheating step can be 
distort ease as we know it, how he did in the past and while Taliban time and now. 
Mr. Zalmay Khalilzad had created his own group under the leadership of Mr. Karzai in 
USA for his third step. 
He and Mr. Karzai acted as experts and adviser by Unocal, so the new created group 
Taliban enjoyed their support in weapon and money and Bin Laden was brought in 
cooperation with Mr. Rabani via Pakistan to Afghanistan. 
Taliban took over the power in 1996 and Bin Laden joined the Taliban as adviser and later 
on he acted as true ruler in Afghanistan. 
He started to misuse the address of Afghanistan as we could see it in year 2001. 
Mr. Khalilzad started to take another horrible step to unit his trained group with the known 
killer and criminals in year 2001 in Bonn. 
We can see the output of those people during the seven years, we have disaster in country, 
many innocent people killed, the country destroyed, the innocent people insulted and are in 
jails and the reconstruction money went into dark channels. 
He is going to take his final action to appear again as expert of Afghanistan, namely to unit 
his Taliban friends with his an other trained and communists, nationalist and Mujahidin 
killers to close the poisonous circle and he should then act as president with their support in 
country. 
Mr. Obama should be very careful to use this poodle of war agitators for his new strategy in 
Afghanistan, he has to remember always the doubt of former President Mr. Clinton, he said: 
Afghanistan can become the position of 2nd Obama Vietnam, if he will be not careful 
enough, at the same time he mentioned that he has around him experiences people, he hope 
not! 
If Mr. poodle Khalilzad can start again in solo style to talk to Taliban in Abu Dubai, then I 
am afraid, we will get unbelievable disaster in country by uniting all those criminals, 
corrupted, killer and wahabits. 
The experiences personalities of Mr. Obama will be then helpless after that, because it will 
be then too late. 
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Mr. Obama should realize, that the nation is angry and disappointed, the nation see the 
present government as installed corrupted government and the majority member of 
parliament as criminals and killer. It is the nation and Taliban are misusing the present 
situation as the so call Mujahidin groups did it in the past. 
I know it, it is dangerous to announce the truths, but the proud suffered nation of 
Afghanistan does not earning such vicious circle after so much suffering! 
It was only and only the sacrifice of nation of Afghanistan, that the former UdSSR 
collapsed.  
We have more than 90% illiterate people, it will never work exported democracy style in 
Afghanistan and it will never possible to calm the nation through exported and trained 
people and it is impossible to establish peace and security through increasing of soldiers and 
bombing in Afghanistan! 

  
 


